In this paper, we show that when the Frolicher smooth structure is induced on a subset or a quotient set, there are three natural topologies underlying the resulting object. We study these topologies and compare them in each case. It is known that the topology generated by strucure functions is the weakest one in which all functions and curves on the space are continuous. We show that on a subspace, it is rather the trace topology which has this property, while the three topologies are coincident on the quotient space. We construct a base for the Frolicher topology and using either a base or a subbase in the sense of A. Frolicher [9], we characterise the morphisms of this category.
Introduction
The topology of a Frolicher space (M, Cm, Tm) was defined in [9] as the initial topology generated by structure functions / G R M , with {/ -1 (0, l)}f£j? M as a subbase. It was studied by A. Cap [4] for the purpose of /^-theory, and investigated by B. Dugmore [7] and P. Cherenack [6] as well. In [9] , Frolicher and Kriegl proved that the category of smooth spaces (now called Frolicher spaces) is complete and co-complete, so that it has both initial and final objects. Later on, Cherenack showed that this category is topological over SSTS. In a further work, Dugmore constructed a base for the topology of these spaces and focused his study on homotopy theory. He used the function <f> : (0, +oo) -> (0,1) defined by <f>(t) -e~t and <f> : (-oo,0] -• {0}, which is not a bijection onto the whole R. In this work we rather speak of topologies on a Frolicher space, as they are many indeed and we will have to compare them. Using the C°° diffeomorphism </ > : (0,+oo) = (0,1) U [l,+oo) R given by <f>(t) = -t + the inverse of which maps each structure function onto a positive one, we shall obtain the same base {/ -1 (0, +oo)}¡<^t m for the initial topology from Frolicher spaces can be easily characterised. From the topologies underlying a Frolicher space, it will be clear that most usual properties in the category Top hold true in the category TIZC. As a main result of this work, we shall use our base in order to compare the topologies underlying a Frolicher subspace as initial object in the one hand, and quotient space as a final object on the other hand. Then, we show that both the canonical inclusion and projection are open maps.
Throughout this text, an jF72.£-object or simply an object M will mean a Frolicher space {M,CMI^M)I and an .F7?£-morphism or a morphism will mean a smooth map in the sense of Frolicher. We shall verify that morphisms (structure functions and curves as well) are continuous in both topologies of curves and functions, and will denote by C°° (M,N) := {(p : M -• N | ip is F-smooth} the set of all morphisms between objects M and N.
Recall that an jF7?X-morphism between two M and N is that map <p such that °<P Q FM or, equivalently, tpoCM QCN-It follows that 0o<p £ C°°(M, P) whenever tp e C°°(M,N) and 6 e C°°(N,P Proof. 1. Considering the partition below for both the domain and codomain of the function 4>\ (0, +00) = (0,1)U[1, +00) and R = (0, +oo)U(-oo, 0] it is easy to see that <f > is C°°, monotonic decreasing and a bijection and also its inverse is C°°. So, 0 is a diffeomorphism. 2. Let g G Tm and <f> as defined above. Then there is a unique / : M -> (0, +00) such that / = </> -1 o g and g = <j>o /. Hence / G TM-Furthermore, 0(0,1) = (0, +00) and </> _1 (0,+oo) = (0,1). Hence, p _1 (0,+oc) = ^(¿(O.l)} = /-^"^((U))) = / _1 (0,1), which yields the required bijection Tu in such a way that g h-*• / = 4>~x o g and {«/"HO.+oo)}^ -> {f~H0,l)} /e^ , with (/"Ho,+00) = /"H0,1). The obtained collection is a base for the initial topology TJTm . • 2.1. Examples EXAMPLE 2.1.1. Let (R n ,C, T) be the canonical F-space. That is, C = C°°(R,R Tl ) and T = C°°(R n ,R). The topology r CRn coincides with the Euclidean topology. Also R n is a differentiate manifold. So, = rc M (p (see [6] ). Thus, (R n ,C, T) is a base space. 
We say that FQ C R q such that / o ck G C°°(R) is the set of all real-valued functions with source Q. For, let / € M Q and A; G Q. Then f(k) determines a constant function f0 1. tp is a morphism.
The inverse image by ip of each closed set in N is closed in M.

If g~1{0, oo) is a basic open in N for
T? n then <p -1 (<7 -1 (0, oo)) is a basic open in M for Tp M .
For each p € M and each open neighborhood of ip(p) in N, there exists an open neighborhood V v of p in M such that <p{V p ) C
The inverse image by <p of each open set in N is open set in M relative
to topologies T? n and . 
COROLLARY 2.1. Let <p : M -> N be a morphism. Then
The family {y~l{g~l{0,oo)) | g G F N } is a base for the topology Tj^N Ot p
If (p is an TTZC-diffeomorphism, then (p induces an isomorphism of rings such that gh-+gcup =:ip*(g). It turns out that
Hence <p is continuous for TC MAlso, assume U C N such that U G . It follows that <p-\u)=v- is closed. Finally, the image of a closed set S by -K\ is an open set R -{0}, that is 7Ti is not a closed map.
Topologies on an F-subspace
Let M be an .F'RX-object and S a subset in its underlying set. Since the category TH.L is topological over SETS, complete and co-complete, S can be made into a subobject (see [9] ) so as to carry two F-topologies. That is TjF s and TQ s induced respectively by structure functions and structure curves on S, in which all smooth functions and smooth curves are continuous. The collection {g~l (0, oo) | g E Ts} is a base for TJF s . Moreover, S has the relative topology as a Top-subobject, that is Tp M (S) = {SnU | U E t? m }. We shall now discuss the three topologies on an F-subspace. The following lemma states the transitivity principle known from general topology.
LEMMA 3.2. Let P and N be TlZC-subobjects of an PUC-object M such that P C N C M holds on the underlying sets. If P and N are endowed with the trace topologies t? n (P) and t? m (N) respectively, then P is also endowed with the trace topology 7jf m (P).
Proof. Let W € rr N (P).
Then W = P n V, where
Hence W € r^M(P). -Now we can characterise open and closed sets in a subspace of a Frolicher space.
LEMMA 3.3. Let M be an FJZC-object and t^m{S) be the trace topology on its subobject S. Let U C S be a r^M(S)-open set. Then S is a T? M -open set if, and only if U is a T? M -open set.
Proof.
Let 
COROLLARY 3.1. If U is open (closed) for tjtm (S) and S is open (closed) for t?m then U is open (closed) for t?m .
LEMMA 3.4. Let M be an TTiL-object, S a subobject of M and t?m the F-topology on M making the inclusion map is S • M continuous. Then is is an open (closed) map if, and only if S is an open (closed) set in M irrespective to the given topology t?m .
Proof. 1. The open case.
Let is be an open map. We have 
F-quotient space and associated topologies
In this section, an F-quotient space is regarded as a final object whose structure is obtained by the process of lifting from the category S£TS to the category TTZJC. That the quotient structure exists in the category TTIL was proved in [9] .
In what follows, we are given an equivalence relation ~ on the underlying set of an !FlZC-oh}cct M such that the quotient M := Mf ~ in SETS is given the final Frolicher structure generated by the canonical map n^ : M -> M. Recall the universality condition as follows. This associated map g is one-to-one due to the fact that is the kernel equivalence of /, that is, the consistency of ~ with the smooth map / G TM-In this case, [x] [y] implies f(x) / f(y) and thus g( R) and Hom(M, R) for TV = R in our case. And from this property of g, the algebra Hom(M, R) separates points of M, which are the equivalence classes of ~ . This is the reason why we choose to work with the kernel equivalence. More general equivalence relations can be considered, but the conclusions of these investigations are beyond this work.
Now we need to describe the Frolicher structure on the quotient. Let C 0 M be a set of curves generating an F-structure on M. Then C 0 = {7r O C \ c G C 0 M} will generate an F-structure on M as follows. Recall that the quotient topology (or standard quotient topology or identification topology) on M is the one which is generated by the canonical map tt : M
M = M/
It is defined by = {V C M : 7r _1 (F) G t? m } and known to be the strongest one in which 7r is continuous. In this section we need to compare three topologies on M, two of which arise from the Frolicher quotient structure. Recall that: That is, again since it is surjective. This ends the proof.
• REMARK 4.1. Note that because the three topologies coincide, they can indiscriminately be denoted by one of the three symbols r~ or TJF -or TC ..
